The simplest models of dark matter halo formation are based on the heuristic assumption, motivated by spherical collapse, that virialized haloes originate from initial regions that are maxima of the smoothed density field. Here, we replace this notion with the dynamical requirement that protohalo patches be regions where the local gravitational flow converges to a point. For this purpose, we look for spheres whose gravitational acceleration at the boundary -relative to their center of mass -points towards their geometric center: that is, spheres with null dipole moment. We show that these configurations are minima of the total energy, i.e. the most energetically bound spheres. For this reason, we study peaks of the energy overdensity field, and argue that the approach shows considerable promise. This change simply requires that one modify the standard top-hat filter, with the added important benefit that, for power spectra of cosmological interest, the resulting model is no longer plagued by divergences. Although the formalism is no more complicated than the overdensity based approach, the model is richer in the sense that it naturally predicts scatter in the overdensities of protohalo patches that are destined to form haloes of the same mass, in qualitative agreement with simulations of halo formation.
INTRODUCTION
Virialized dark matter haloes play an important role in models of nonlinear strucure formation (Cooray & Sheth 2002) . The most basic quantity of interest is the comoving number density of haloes as a function of halo mass. Following Press & Schechter (1974) , this halo abundance retains memory of, i.e., depends on the statistics of the primordial fluctuation field. The simplest models, inspired by spherical collapse, assume that the overdensity within an initially homogeneous uniform spherical overdensity perturbation must equal a critical value if it is to become a virialized halo today. (The critical enclosed overdensity for virialization at some earlier time is larger.) Energy conservation arguments are then used to estimate the value of its final density (Gunn & Gott 1972) .
This has led to extensive study of the abundance of such critically overdense patches in the suitably smoothed initial overdensity fluctuation field. To avoid double-counting E-mail: mmusso@eaifr.org † E-mail: shethrk@upenn.edu patches which are overlapping with or contained within larger ones, there are two key approximations: one is that such patches must be local peaks of the smoothed field (Bardeen et al. 1986) , and the other is that they must not be as overdense on larger scales (Bond et al. 1991) . These requirements can be combined (Appel & Jones 1990) , and together they define the excursion set peaks approach of and Paranjape et al. (2013) , which provides a good description of halo statistics (mass function and bias) once some input from simulations is included to tune the value of the critical overdensity.
However, some problems with the peak based approach remain open. First, when investigating the predictions of this model on a halo by halo basis, at small masses not all protohaloes are peaks of the initial density field. About 25% of the small haloes are missed by this prescription (Ludlow & Porciani 2011) . Secondly, for a ΛCDM power spectrum and a top-hat filter in real space (the most physically motivated smoothing), the actual calculation of the abundance of peaks contains divergences and so cannot be carried out. Thirdly, as we discuss in this paper, a density peak does not always coincide with the center of mass of the peak patch. Therefore, the motion relative to the center of mass of the particles around the peak is not accurately approximated by spherical collapse.
From a dynamical point of view, the total energy density enclosed in some reference volume is often a more relevant quantity than the mass density. If the initial density profile is not flat, then the relation between the two overdensities is stochastic (e.g. Bond & Myers 1996) . As a result, a peak in energy is not the same as one in matter overdensity. In this paper, we study peaks in the (absolute value of the) enclosed energy density. That is, we look for the most energetically bound regions in the initial density field.
As we describe below, this approach shows considerable promise for at least three reasons. First, the mean energy overdensity governs the evolution of the moment of inertia of the collapsing patch (e.g. Chandrasekhar 1969) , which is commonly used to describe virialization. Second, for a sphere, the gradient of the mean energy is proportional to the dipole moment: When it vanishes, the center of mass coincides with the center of the sphere, and the acceleration of particles at the surface points towards this center. This is therefore the spherical surface whose actual evolution (described e.g. by perturbation theory) most closely matches spherical collapse. I.e., this is the position around which the spherical collapse approximation is most accurate. Third, the statistics of the mean energy overdensity have better convergence properties than those of the matter overdensity: one can thus build a self-consistent peak theory without having to tweak the top hat filter as is usually done (e.g. Paranjape et al. 2013; Chan et al. 2017 ). Thus, characterizing protohaloes as peaks of the energy overdensity field addresses the problems of the matter density based excursion set peaks approach.
The next Section first sets up notation and highlights a number of interesting relations between derivatives of energy and overdensity. It then derives our expression for excursion set peaks in energy. A final section summarizes some consequences of our analysis and discusses a number of interesting directions for further study. An Appendix provides explicit expressions for some of the important correlations between enclosed matter and energy overdensities.
EXCURSION SET PEAKS OF THE MEAN ENERGY OVERDENSITY

Matter vs energy overdensity
We define the mean matter overdensity enclosed within a sphere of radius R around the origin as
where δ(r) ≡ ρ(r)/ρ − 1 and VR ≡ 4πR 3 /3. The associated potential energy overdensity is
where φ(r) is the gravitational potential perturbation, normalized so as to satisfy ∇ 2 φ = δ, and
is the (square of the) inertial radius RI . For a homogeneous sphere, RI = R. For a spherically symmetric (but not necessarily homogeneous) matter density profile the gravitational acceleration is ∇φ = −(δr/3) r, so that, to linear order in the perturbation,
(e.g. Bond & Myers 1996) . For a homogeneous sphere having δ(r) = δc for all r within VR, both δR = δc and R = δc: i.e., δR = R. In general, however, δR = R. Zel'dovich initial conditions for the velocity field relate the overdensity and peculiar velocity via the continuity equation: the initial velocity of a shell of radius R is HR(1 − δR/3), where δR is the initial matter overdensity in the volume interior to the shell. Then, the total energy of the shell is (HR) 2 (1 − δR/3) 2 /2 − (GM/R)(1 + δR) ≈ −(5/3)(GM/R) δR, while that within the entire sphere is −(GM 2 /R) R. By manipulating the virial equation for the evolution of the moment of inertia, it is possible to show thaẗ
where k is the total peculiar (i.e. with the 'local Hubble factor'ṘI /RI removed from all velocities) kinetic energy of the patch, and MI ≡ (4π/3)ρ(1 + R)R
3
I is an effective mass. The true mass is M = (4π/3)ρ(1 + δR)R 3 . Since k is of second order in perturbations around RI , and at first order MI is conserved, and the initial conditions are the same as those for δR except that one replaces δR → R, RI approximately follows a spherical collapse solution with overdensity R, with corrections starting at second order in perturbation theory. Hence, R plays for the inertial radius RI the role that δR plays for R: it indicates if and how fast the moment of inertia of an extended region is destined to shrink and become small. Since for a given R a smaller RI implies a more centrally concentrated object, it may be that R is at least as good an indicator as δR for inferring if an initial patch is destined to become a nonlinear overdense halo.
At an arbitrary position x, and for an arbitrary configuration of the density field, the enclosed matter overdensity within a spherical volume VR is given by a weighted sum over the Fourier modes:
where W1(x) ≡ 3j1(x)/x. The mean energy overdensity within R at this same position is
where W2(x) ≡ 15j2(x)/x 2 . At x 1 this filter decays faster than W1 by one power of x.
We remarked earlier that, in general, δR = R. Nevertheless, they will be correlated with one another. We can quantify the expected correlation by averaging the product δR R over all realizations of the field; the ergodic hypothesis means this correlation can be approximated by averaging the product over all x in a given realization. We make use of this, and a number of other correlations, in the next section. Figure 1 . Plot of the filters Wn(kR) for n = 1, 2, 3, showing faster convergence for higher values of n. The fact that W 2 converges faster than W 1 makes it possible to compute peak statistics of the R (x) field with a ΛCDM power spectrum without incurring divergences.
Normalized variables
In this section we lay out the notation that will be needed. We begin by defining the generic filter
such that Wn(x) → 1 as x → 0. The recursion relations of the spherical Bessel functions imply that
which we use below. We also define the variances
Because W2 decays faster than W1 at large k, σ 2 j2 may converge even when σ 2 j1 does not. We will see that, as a result, peaks theory for R is better behaved than for matter overdensity δR. The exact behavior of the different filters is shown in Fig. 1 .
With these definitions, we introduce the normalized fields
Next, we need the (normalized) gradient
and the (negative of the) normalized Hessian
where
2 were defined in equation (10). These definitions differ from what is commonly used in the literature (e.g. Bardeen et al. 1986 ) only because we use the filter W2.
We then define the curvature xR ≡ Tr(ζR) as the trace of the (negative of the) normalized Hessian:
normalized so that x 2 R = 1. Finally, we introduce the (normalized) 'slope' of the mean energy overdensity
The last equality follows from case n = 2 of equation (9). For what is to follow, it is worth noticing that the curvature xR can also be written as
(equation 9 with n = 1). The derivative −dδR/d ln R, sometimes called the 'slope' of the mean matter overdensity, plays an important role in the 'approximation' of the traditional excursion set approach , although their 'slope' variable is really dδR/dσ 2 01 ). The simplest versions of this approach require dδR/d ln R ≤ 0: this implements the request that the bigger shells collapse later. Evidently, by constraining the slope, upcrossing constrains the peak curvature of the mean energy overdensity xR. In the standard analysis, the 'slope' and 'curvature' −∇ 2 δR/σ21(R) of the overdensity are the same for Gaussian smoothing filters. The expression above shows that the slope of the tophat smoothed overdensity is the same as the curvature of the mean energy overdensity.
Furthermore, for the 'slope' of the energy one has that
Evidently, at fixed R, requiring, e.g., d R/d ln R ≤ 0 constrains the overdensity δR. Physically, this constraint guarantees that the inertial radius RI , which is initially equal to R, gradually becomes smaller than R as the density profile develops a denser core. We exploit this in the next subsection.
In what follows, we will be interested in whether or not R exceeds a critical value. With some abuse of notation, we use c(R) to denote the fact that this critical value may be different for each R. The associated normalized height and slope of this critical value are given by ωc ≡ c σ02 and
Motion relative to the center of mass
Any initially spherical region will be displaced and deformed by gravity. This evolution can be decomposed as center of mass displacement plus collapse onto the center of mass.
Only the latter creates a high density region, and it is this process which the spherical collapse model approximates. In this subsection, we discuss how to specify the location of spheres of radius R that collapse onto their center of mass.
Once the center of mass acceleration is removed, a multipole expansion of the gravitational acceleration at the surface of the sphere returns: (i) a monopole term −GMri/R 2 , which we treat with spherical collapse; (ii) a dipole term of the form (δij − 3rirj)GDj,R/R 3 , with (19) (iii) an infinite series of higher order multipoles, which we suppose to be neglible in this work. A non-zero dipole term signals that the center of mass of the matter distribution rcm = DR/M , towards which the gravitational acceleration converges, does not coincide with the geometric center of the sphere. One side of the sphere will then collapse faster than the other. One can see this directly by noting that, in linear theory, the velocity perturbation v(k) equals ik δ(k)/k 2 . Since j2(x) = WTH(x) − j0(x), the term in the integrand above is the difference between the average speeds of the particles within R -i.e., the center of mass motion -and those on the boundary of R. If DR = 0, then this indicates that the two speeds are not the same, so the object will not collapse isotropically: one side will collapse faster. To avoid this, and to find the locus of the particles that will collapse at the same time, one must shift the sphere until DR = 0.
Alternatively, one can write the (exact) total gravitational acceleration at r =rR with respect to the center of mass as
Again using W1(x) = j0(x)+j2(x), and expanding the plane wave e ik·r in spherical harmonics, brings the expression in square brackets to the form −j2(kR) − i(k · r)W1(kR) + . . . The first term of this series returns GDR/R 3 : it describes a uniform displacement relative to the center of mass. The second term contains the contribution from the monopole, −4πGρδR/3, and from the quadrupole (the traceless shear). A further contribution containingrirjDj,R would come from the third term of the series. If we neglect the quadrupole and higher multipoles, then the gravitational acceleration relative to the center of mass is radially directed only if DR = 0.
As can be verified explicitly by comparing equations (12) (evaluated at position x = 0) and (19), for a sphere
Hence, a sphere with null dipole moment must also have ∇ R = 0. I.e., where DR = 0, the convergence point of the local gravitational flow coincides with a stationary point in the energy overdensity field R. To decide if it is a maximum or a minimum, recall the 'upcrossing' constraint dδR/d ln R < 0 of equation (16) -which we noted guarantees that bigger shells collapse later -implies that Tr(ζR) > 0. Since the same argument actually applies to the full ζij, not just to its trace, ∇i∇j R ∝ −ζij must be negative definite. Thus, we are interested in those stationary points of R that are peaks.
Peaks in the R(x) field
Since R(x) is a Gaussian field, the comoving number density of peaks of height c at fixed comoving scale R can be computed following the steps laid out by Bardeen et al. (1986) for δR (see also Lazeyras et al. 2016 , for a shorter derivation based on rotational invariants). Neglecting for simplicity the subscript R on all variables, the result is formally written as
where V * ≡ [6π(σ12/σ22) 2 ] 3/2 defines a characteristic volume, p(x|ωc) is the conditional distribution of x given ω = ωc, and
as given by equation (A15) of Bardeen et al. (1986) , follows from integrating over the traceless part of ζij. Therefore, [f (x)/V * ] p(x, ωc) is the number density of peaks of height ωc and curvature x. Bayes' rule can be used to show that p(x|ωc) is the Gaussian distribution
where the cross-correlation coefficient γxω is
Equation (22) describes the differential distribution of the number density of energy peaks of height c when the smoothing scale is R. However, it does not say how R must be chosen. Since a given R contains mass ∝ 4πR 3 /3, dn/d c for fixed R is not obviously related to a distribution of halo masses. To remedy this shortcoming of peaks theory, we must combine it with the excursion set approach.
Excursion sets in R
To set the smoothing scale, we add the 'excursion set' requirement that at a fixed position x the smoothed field R equals the critical value c on scale R, but is smaller on the next larger smoothing scale (the 'upcrossing' approximation of . As noted in Section 2.1, this constraint on the slope yR ensures that the inertial radius RI shrinks relative to R as the object collapses and its density profile steepens and peaks around its center of mass. As c may depend on R in general, the upcrossing condition is R ≥ c(R) but R+∆R ≤ c(R + ∆R). To first order in ∆R, and using the normalized slope from equation (15), this means ωc ≤ ωR ≤ ωc + (Rσ23/7σ02)(y − yc)∆R and y ≥ yc, where yc is given by equation (18).
Integrating over the allowed ranges and dividing by ∆R gives the distribution of the R values for which R is upcrossing:
is the Gaussian conditional distribution for y, with
This result closely resembles that of equation (22), even more so when yc = 0 (for constant c).
Using Rfup(R) = σ02 fup(σ02) |d ln σ02/d ln R| and integrating over y gives
reduces to ωc for a constant barrier, and
Equation (29) describes the distribution of smoothing radii R satisfying the upcrossing constraint when the smoothing filters are centered on randomly chosen positions in the field. In particular, these positions need not be peaks.
Excursion set peaks of R
The excursion set peaks approach Paranjape et al. 2013 ) posits that the comoving number density of protohalo patches of initial size R (that will become haloes of mass M =ρ 4πR 3 /3) can be estimated by combining the excursion sets and peaks analyses of the previous two subsections. I.e., we are interested in the distribution in R of points that on scale R are both upcrossing c and are peaks. This comoving density is given by
withỹ ≡ y − yc. This expression combines equations (22) and (26). The conditional probability p(ỹ, x|ωc) can be factorized using Bayes' rule as p(ỹ|x, ωc) p(x|ωc), where p(x|ωc) equals the probability of x − γxωω with ω = ωc (c.f. equation 24), and p(ỹ, x|ωc) is the conditional distribution of y − γyωω given x − γxωω, up to a shift by yc. That is,
and
Integrating overỹ, and using the fact that dn/d ln M = (R/3) dn/dR because M ∝ R 3 , the excursion set peaks expression for the mass function is
and the function F is defined by equation (31). In the high peaks limit, p(x| c) becomes sharply peaked around its mean γxωωc and, since f (x) ∼ x 3 for x 1, the integral over x tends to (γxωωc) 3 γyω ω * . Moreover,
as one can see by combining equations (30) and (A8) for the quantities on the left hand side, and using n * V * from equation (39). As a result,
The last expression shows that although the full calculation (equation 38) depends on σ22, the high peaks limit does not. Since d ln M/d ln R 3 = 1, this expression has the same form as the high peaks limit of equation (22) for dn/dωc. However, there ωc denotes peak height on a fixed scale whereas here, ωc = c/σ02(R) is a proxy for the variable scale R (and hence, for M ).
Formally, peaks and excursion set peaks in the enclosed matter overdensity are still described by equation (22) and (32) respectively, replacing R with δR. That is, ωc → νc and all σj2 → σj1. We say 'formally' because in practice, for many P (k) of current interest, the integral defining σ21 does not converge (whereas that for σ22 does), so the calculation is inconsistent. (E.g., the resulting expressions are ill defined since V = 0.) For practical calculations, one has to regularize this divergence somehow, for instance by replacing the top-hat filter W1 with a more convergent one (e.g. Gaussian). This tweak is not needed for our energy based approach. (In this respect, the high peaks limit is less problematic than the full calculation, since the most divergent quantity is not required. Physically, this happens because high stationary points are likely all peaks, so the constraint on the sign of the Hessian is irrelevant.)
Scale dependence and scatter in δR
Because of equation (17), y and δ are deterministically (and linearly) related at fixed . Thus, a scatter in y automatically produces a scatter in δ. In particular, the integral over y in equation (32) shows explicitly that peaks which are upcrossing on the same R can have a range of δ, weighted by p(ỹ|x, c). That is to say, a model in which haloes of the same mass all have the same c generically predicts scatter in the enclosed overdensities of the protohalo patches, with no additional work (i.e., equation 32 is no more complicated than the excursion set peaks model for δ, in which δc is deterministic rather than stochastic).
The moments of the conditional distribution of δ given the ESP constraint (peaks plus upcrossing) on scale R can be obtained inserting powers of
35ỹ (42) in equation (32), and then dividing by dn/dR. For instance, the mean value and variance of δ at fixed R are
and p(ỹ|x, c) is given by equation (33). For any n, the integral overỹ in equation (45) equals
where 1F1(a, b, z) is the confluent hypergeometric function, and µ and Σ are the mean and variance of p(ỹ|x, c), given by equations (35) and (36) respectively. For n = 1 this returns µ F (µ/Σ), with F defined as in equation (31); for n = 2 it gives
and for n = 3
The high peak limit of these expressions is recovered by setting µ γyωω * Σ, in which case one gets that δ|ESP → c(1 + d ln σ02/d ln R 5 ) < c and Var(δ|ESP) → (R 2 σ23Σ/35) 2 . We show in the Appendix that R 2 σ23 ∝ σ02, with a correction factor that is independent of R for power law power spectra. In addition, σ02 ∝ σ01 for such spectra, so we generally expect rms(δ|ESP) to be approximately ∝ σ01, which is in agreement with the scatter around the mean overdensity of protohaloes identified in simulations (Dalal et al. 2008; Robertson et al. 2009; Despali et al. 2013) . The top panel of Figure 2 shows a plot of δ|ESP with the rms spread around this mean, for c = 1.686. Notice that the mean is smaller than c, a consequence of the upcrossing constraint that yR ∝ ( R − δR) ≥ 0. Moreover, the mean is a decreasing function of σ02, and hence of σ01. In contrast, the mean overdensity within protohalo patches identified in simulations increases approximately as 1.686+0.4σ01 (Sheth et al. 2001; Sheth et al. 2013) . Therefore, we might naively expect c to increase even more strongly with σ02. The bottom panel of Figure 2 shows that c = 2 + 0.6σ02 reproduces well the desired slope of δc. The predicted scatter is somewhat smaller than measured in N-body simulations of halo formation (symbols, from Sheth et al. 2013 ). This is not unexpected, because halo formation is not spherical and this is known to induce additional stochasticity (Sheth et al. 2001; Ludlow et al. 2014; Borzyszkowski et al. 2017 ).
An illustrative example
To illustrate, Figure 3 having (Ωm, h, σ8) = (0.3, 0.7, 0.82). The symbols show the Sheth & Tormen (1999) functional form, with parameter values (a, p) = (0.77, 0.25) from Despali et al. (2016) , which describes halo abundances in simulations. The cyan and magenta curves show the high-peaks limit of the overdensity and energy-based approaches (equation 41), and the red curve shows our full prediction (equation 38). We set δc = 1.686+0.5σ01 and c = 1.686+σ02 (i.e. departures from a constant value are significant above σ02 ≈ 1 compared to σ01 ≈ 2). Although the agreement between the red curve and the symbols is rather good, we stress that this comparison is for illustration only. The main point we wish to make with Figure 3 is that the energy-peaks based approach appears capable of producing realistic mass functions.
For instance, the overdensity approach (cyan) should account for scatter around the δc relation. Whether or not there is scatter around c is currently unknown. In the near future, we will measure (in simulations) how c scales with halo mass, and account for scatter around this mean if c is not deterministic. Equation (32) currently assumes no scatter in c, but including it, if present, is straightforward. For instance, if the critical value of depends on scale because it depends on the slope of , i.e., c = c(y), then equation (32) should be replaced by
where Y is the domain in which y − yc(y) > 0, and yc is still defined as in equation (18). However, since now d c/dR = (d c/dy)(dy/dR), using equations (17), (15) and (16) to compute dy/dR gives
This expression shows that assuming c(y) brings additional dependence on x and y into yc, which will affect the predicted abundances as well as the expressions for the mean and variance of the typical overdensity of protohalo patches (e.g. equations 43 and 44 will also be modified). The main point of this example is to illustrate that our energy-peaks approach can be extended in a relatively transparent manner to include more involved collapse criteria. Exploring what these criteria are is the subject of work in progress.
A more formal derivation
We give here a more elegant derivation of the results of the previous sections, using only the transformation rule of Dirac's delta functions and treating excursion sets and peaks on the same footing. The number density of the stationary points of a single realisation of the field R(x) is sp δ
where xsp denotes each solution of the constraint equation ηi(x) = 0, and det(∇η) = (−σ22/σ12) 3 det(ζ) is the Jacobian of the transformation from η to x. Similarly, the number density in [0, +∞) of the solutions Rc ('crossings') of the constraint equation
where |d( R − c)/dR| transforms the number density in R into one in R.
To make equation (51) a density of peaks, one must count only the solutions where the eigenvalues ζi of ζij are all positive. To make it a differential density of peaks of fixed height ωc, one must further multiply by δD(ωR − ωc). Hence, the differential mean density of peaks of height c is dn pk dωc = σ22 σ12
where the angle brackets denote an average over the joint distribution of ω, η, ζ on scale R. This average gives equation (22) for a fixed smoothing scale R. Integrating this over c clearly gets rid of δD( R − c), since integration and expectation value commute. Similarly, to make equation (52) a density of upcrossing points, the derivative d(ωR − ωc)/dR must be negative. The mean distribution in R of such points is thus
where = d/dR, and the angle brackets denote an average over the joint distribution of ωR and ω R . Note that ωω = 0 (since ω is normalized) and direct calculation shows that ω ∝ y − γyωω is the relevant quantity for p(y|ωc). Thus, the result is equation (26) up to a total derivative dσ02/dR to change variables from R to σ02(R). When combining peaks and excursion sets, the problem becomes that of finding the density of points in the 4-dimensional space {R, x} that solve {ω, η} = {ωc, 0} (plus the peak and upcrossing constraints). That is,
where J = det[∂{ωR − ωc, η}/∂{R, x}] is the 4-dimensional Jacobian determinant. Since ∇(ωR −ωc) = 0 at peaks, J factorizes into |J| = (σ22/σ12) 3 | det(ζ)||d(ωR − ωc)/dR|. Equation (55) is the same as equation (32).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The assumption that haloes form from the spherical collapse of a homogeneous sphere has motivated the development of models in which haloes are identified with sufficiently dense peaks in the initial overdensity fluctuation field. For a homogeneous sphere, the enclosed overdensity (equation 1) and energy (equation 4) are the same. However, if the sphere is not homogeneous -either because of substructure within it, or simply because its radial density profile, while smooth, is not flat -then they are not. Since energy conservation is a guiding principle in the spherical approach, we showed how to modify the excursion set peaks approach if haloes are identified with peaks in energy (equation 7) rather than enclosed density (equations 6). (In this respect, it is natural to call ours the ESP approach, and the traditional approach δESP. However, to ease notation, we simply used ESP throughout.)
We argued that a sphere in a realistic (non-spherical) density field follows the spherical collapse predictions as closely as possible if centered at a minimum of the enclosed total energy, rather than maximum of the mean matter density. At such minima, the center of convergence of the gravitational flow and its geometrical center coincide (equation 19).
Our analysis and result (equation 32) are no more complicated than the usual overdensity-based analysis. Nevertheless, the model is richer in the sense that it naturally predicts scatter in the overdensities of protohalo patches. While this scatter is qualitatively like that seen in simulations of halo formation (equation 44), the mean overdensity δR is predicted to decrease with patch size (i.e., at lower masses) if c is the same for all patch sizes (equation 43 and top panel of Figure 2 ). In contrast, both N-body simulations and theoretical arguments suggest that the overdensity must be larger at smaller masses. Therefore, c must increase even more strongly as protohalo patch size decreases. When c is assumed to increase sufficiently strongly as mass decreases (bottom panel of Figure 2 ), then the predicted halo mass function is in reasonably good agreement with simulations ( Figure 3 ). We believe this motivates further study of our energy-based excursion set peaks model.
• The most obvious direction for future work is to calibrate (from simulations) how c actually does vary with halo mass (c.f. discussion of Figure 3) . A related issue is to check if energy-rather than density-based halo finders are less stochastic in the late time field.
• A more ambitious goal is the determination of c from first principles, including any stochastic components and how it depends on the algorithm used to identify haloes in the simulations. This necessarily requires modeling the virialization process (e.g., using energy conservation arguments).
• A closely related effort is to extend the analysis to allow for triaxiality. This ingredient is required because some (but by no means all!) of the stochasticity in protohalo matter overdensity correlates with the initial tidal shear field (Sheth et al. 2001; Hahn et al. 2009 ). In models of triaxial collapse (e.g. Bond & Myers 1996; Ludlow et al. 2014) , the leading order departure from sphericity is quadrupolar. In this respect, our energy-based approach is attractive because choosing locations that are stationary points of the energy sets the dipole to zero but leaves all other multipoles unconstrained, which provides a natural setup to include consistently deviations from sphericity. These effects would add to the stochasticity in δR discussed in this paper (e.g. Figure 2 ), which exists even in a purely spherical configuration.
• Another direction is to estimate the implications for the spatial distribution of the protohalo patches: halo 'bias'. This is because, in excursion set-based approaches, a model for halo abundances carries with it a description of halo bias (Sheth & Tormen 1999; Modi et al. 2017 ).
In particular, protohalo patches appear to be better described by a smoothing window that oscillates less strongly than WTH = W1 (Chan et al. 2017) ; our W2 (equation 7) is indeed more damped than WTH (equation 6), so it has qualitatively the right behaviour. Moreover, W2 has zeroes on slightly larger scales than WTH (Figure 1 ), which is also qualitatively consistent with the measurements.
• The excursion set troughs approach uses an overdensitybased approach to model void abundances and clustering in the large scale matter distribution (Sheth & van de Weygaert 2004; Achitouv et al. 2015; Massara & Sheth 2018) . It is natural to study if our energy-based approach is useful for voids and other constituents of the cosmic web. If so, incorporating it into the 'skeleton' framework (Hanami 2001; Sousbie et al. 2008; Codis et al. 2015; Musso et al. 2018 ) should be as straightforward as for peaks.
• Finally, our approach may be relevant in the context of modeling primordial black hole abundances. This is because simulations of how such objects form suggest that a quantity closely related to the energy overdensity plays a fundamental role (Nakama et al. 2014; Germani & Musco 2019) .
